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Compensate offers everyone easy 
access to a climate conscious lifestyle
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To save the climate, we have to radically reduce our 
emissions. But to do it in time, we must remove the excess 

carbon from the atmosphere too.
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To limit the rise in global temperatures to 1.5C,  
emissions need to be cut by 45% by 2030.

2021 must be the 
turn of the tide.



How can we scale 
carbon capture to meet 

the urgency?

individuals, businesses

project developers

How could I take climate 
action every day?
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Emissions database, 
calculations, 

analytics & reporting

Technical 
solutions for 

implementation

Impact delivery, 
risk management, 

results

– on the platforms and 
touchpoints we 
already use

Compensate 
connects sustainable  
carbon capture and 
buyers  
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Access to 
carbon capture 

you can trust

Compensate's project criteria and 
Scientific Advisory Panel of leading 
climate experts helps us identify the 
most cost effective, reliable and 
sustainable means of carbon capture, 
and manage a diverse carbon capture 
portfolio.
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With built-in 
overcompensation to 
ensure your impact

With Compensate’s built-in 
overcompensation, more 
carbon dioxide is always 
removed than what a product, 
service or action causes. It 
ensures actual climate impact 
and tackles the risks involved 
in all carbon capture projects.
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With full transparency 
and a sustainable  
business model

We take no cuts from compensation 
payments. We use 100% of the funds 
to buy certified carbon credits, and 
always disclose our finances and 
projects for everyone to see.
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fully owned by

Innovative structure for transparency
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Compensate  
Foundation

Compensate  
Operations Ltd.

compensation  
payments

licensing  
fees

carbon  
capture

Compensate is structured for radical transparency. Compensation payments go directly 
to carbon capture, while partners pay a license fee to Compensate Operations Ltd.

carbon  
capture



B2B / B2C 
solutions

Compensate 
Plus

Emissions calculator, 
offsetting service, impact 
tracking in one business 
subscription.  

Licensing fee + 28€/ tCO2e

Tailored solutions and 
pilots: emission 
calculations, calculation 
verifications, compensation. 

Licensing fee + 28€/ tCO2e

Tools for individuals and businesses
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E-commerce 
tools

Consumer 
tools
Carbon footprint calculator, 
sustainable lifestyle app, 
Compensate media. 

No licensing fee, 28€/ tCO2e

Plugin for major e-
commerce platforms: 
enables carbon negative 
deliveries for merchants’ 
end-users. 

Licensing fee + 28€/ tCO2e

Tools for individuals and businesses
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Consumers are ready 
for compensation

Research* has found a positive correlation between 
compensation and climate friendly consumer choices.

Europeans think emissions should be 
reduced while offsetting the remaining*9/10

< 80% end-user conversion 
for Compensate’s plugins

80 K individuals engaged  
by Compensate

D. Schwirplies, 2016. Eurobarometer, 2019.
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Act for the climate today: compensate.com

To solve the climate crisis, we must build 
a sustainable, carbon negative future.
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http://compensate.com


compensate.com

@compensatefoundation

Compensate

@WeCompensate

Compensate

Compensate

Thank you

Niklas Kaskeala 

Head of Sustainability 
niklas@compensate.com 
compensate.com
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